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discussions so as to understand the kinds of contributions
students make and to determine if they are progressing, or
need assistance or guidance (Painter et al., 2003). In
managing discussion boards, generally, we would like to
identify undesirable distractions, such as contributions that
are unrelated to the main focus. To support this kind of
assessment, we must be able to track topics of discussion
and determine if contributions are focused and productive.
To support these capabilities, we have developed several
techniques for modeling discussion threads. A discussion
thread consists of a set of ordered messages contributed by
two or more participants to a correspondence. Thus, we
can consider online discussion a special case of human
conversation (Levinson, 1983). In the past, we modeled
discussion threads as a sequence of speech acts and
investigated dependencies among the messages using a set
of relational dialogue rules (Feng et al., 2006a; Feng et al.,
2006b). In this paper, we systematically analyze the
contents of a message, the relations among the messages in
a thread, and the relations between each message and the
thread to which it belongs. The analysis is based on the
focus of a discussion thread, or topic focus, which takes
into account the topics of the individual messages of the
thread and relates them to the topic of the full thread.
Existing efforts in text mining and topic analysis in the
natural language and information retrieval communities
relate mainly to flat document sets or to news or story
streams (e.g. Gabrilovich et al., 2004; Shen et al., 2005);
there is limited work on thread-based analysis. In addition,
most existing topic identification algorithms require a set
of examples to learn dominant lexical features for
classifying text sets using supervised learning.
In this paper, we present a novel approach for
classifying threaded discussions with little cost for data
labeling. In place of a labeled data set, we employ a coarse
domain ontology that we automatically induce from a
canonical text and use it to build discussion topic profiles.
In particular, we analyze discussions from a computer
science course using a Rocchio-style classifier (Rocchio,
1971). The course textbook is used as the canonical text.
We also describe a new classify-by-dominance strategy
for classifying discussion threads using a classification of
individual messages, and compare it with the standard
classify-as-a-whole approach where each full thread is

Abstract
Online discussion boards are a popular form of web-based
computer-mediated communication, especially in the areas
of distributed education and customer support. Automatic
analysis for discussion understanding would enable better
information assessment and assistance. This paper describes
an extensive study of the relationship between individual
messages and full discussion threads. We present a new
approach to classifying discussions using a Rocchio-style
classifier with little cost for data labeling. In place of a
labeled data set, we employ a coarse domain ontology that
is automatically induced from a canonical text in a novel
way and use it to build discussion topic profiles. We
describe a new classify-by-dominance strategy for
classifying discussion threads and demonstrate that in the
presence of noise it can perform better than the standard
classify-as-a-whole approach with an error rate reduction of
16.8%. This analysis of human conversation via online
discussions provides a basis for the development of future
information extraction and question answering techniques.

Motivation
Within the past decade, the explosive growth of the Web
has resulted in an enormous repository of knowledge and
created an unprecedented opportunity for data analysis.
Online discussion boards have become a popular form of
web-based computer-mediated communication, especially
in the areas of distributed education and customer support.
Discussion board participants use forums to collaborate,
exchange information and seek answers to problems. In
web-enhanced courses, discussion boards are heavily used
for question answering and collaborative problem solving
(Soller & Lesgold, 2003; Cakir et al., 2005).
Past approaches to mining information from discussion
board text focused mainly on finding answers to questions
(Marom & Zukerman, 2005; Feng et al., 2006a). Most of
these techniques consider discussion data as a simple
corpus of text. However, there are increasing needs for
modeling discussion activities more explicitly. In webenhanced courses, instructors would like to review student
Copyright © 2006, American Association for Artificial Intelligence
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taken as a document. The results show that classify-bydominance can work better when individual messages
contain a lot of noise.
The contributions of this paper are two-fold. First, we
study how individual messages in threaded discussions are
related to the focus of the overall discussion thread. We
propose a novel classification strategy based on the
classification of individual messages and evaluate it using
a Rocchio-style classifier. In particular, we identify several
different situations where the new classification strategy
works better than standard approaches. Second, we
propose an approach for deriving topic profile vectors
from a domain ontology and show how this ontology is
automatically derived from a canonical text.
The paper begins with our methodology for modeling
and analyzing online discussions, including how we build
a Rocchio-style classifier and induce an ontology from a
canonical text and the details of the two classifying
strategies, classify-by-dominance vs. classify-as-a-whole.
We next report results from an empirical analysis of
discussion threads, and highlight the differences between
the two approaches. We conclude with our contributions
and directions for future work.

(e.g. Allan, 1996; Callan, 1998; Fiscus & Wheatley. 2004).
We adopt the idea of using relevance feedback from ad
hoc information filtering research. Rocchio-style classifiers
compute a profile vector for each text category, or topic, as
a weighted average of positive and negative training
examples, and can work well when the training set is small
and a large data set is unavailable. An adaptive version of
the Rocchio algorithm is described in Equation 1
¦d
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where T is the profile vector of each topic, d represents
the new message vector, R refers to the positive example
set (relevant), and NR refers to the negative example set
(not-relevant). The parameters (alpha, beta, gamma) are
typically set to 1.
Theoretically, a human judge might check a new
message and provide relevance feedback. If the feedback is
positive, the new document is added to the relevant set, R,
otherwise, it is added to the not-relevant set, NR, and the
topic profile vector is updated. When relevance feedback is
not available, an assumption is made that the top M
classification results can be viewed as positive examples.
This is called pseudo-relevance feedback and is typically
conducted via a threshold-learning module. If the
classification score of the new message, based on cosine
similarity, exceeds a particular threshold, it is considered a
positive example and added to the relevant message set, R.
Learning classification parameters using this approach
require a separate validation set with correct labels, which
is often expensive. To minimize the cost, we simplify the
construction of the classifier by using the basic version of
Rocchio without adaptation.
In practice, the basic classification decision is made
based on the cosine similarity between each topic profile

Modeling Approach
As a first step towards modeling discussion threads, we
want to identify topics discussed in threaded discussions
and assess whether the topics shift or remain focused
within the threads. Most machine learning approaches to
topic classification use supervised learning techniques that
require a set of manually labeled data, and the classifiers
are trained with a selected learning algorithm, such as
Naïve Bayes or SVM (Support Vector Machine). In most
cases, manually labeling data is time consuming and
expensive. Although there is research that proposes
bootstrapping from limited data or explores the use of
unlabeled data (e.g. Nigam et al., 2000; Raskutti et al.,
2002), the need for a sufficient number of label examples
remains a major bottleneck.
Furthermore, in an online discussion forum, the cost of
labeling data may be higher for several reasons. First, the
total number of topics and the volume of messages are
usually large, and the annotation of training examples for
each topic is difficult and can easily become ad hoc. This
results in inconsistent annotations and noisy training
examples. Second, messages in online forums are typically
posted in chronological order, so it is not guaranteed that
positive training examples for all topics exist in the corpus
at the time of the annotation, and training for topics with
sparse data is not possible. To overcome the lack of
labeled data and reduce human annotation cost, we apply a
Rocchio-style classifier and derive topic profile vectors
using automatic ontology induction, as described below.

vector and the new message vector. Suppose T is the
profile vector of each topic and m represents the new
message vector. Then classification after normalization can
be determined using Equation 2, where M is the total
number of unique words appearing in the corpus.
Tˆ arg max(cos_ sim(T , m))
T
(2)
M
arg max( ¦ wT * wm )
k
k 1 k
T
Each message vector contains a set of vector elements
based on TF or TF*IDF transformations. Each topic can
have one representative vector. The classification of each
message can be decided by calculating the lexical
similarity score between topic vectors and message vectors
using Equation 2.
A key challenge for most Rocchio algorithms is
constructing an initial profile vector before starting to
classify new messages. Proposed techniques typically
derive such a vector from a seed training set with positive

Rocchio-Style Classification
Rocchio-style classifications have been used in the field of
Information Retrieval (IR) for topic detection and tracking
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and/or negative examples. We describe how we derive a
topic profile vector in the next section.

The system learns and induces ontology knowledge by
processing the table of contents and the index of the
textbook. The table of contents contains the main sections
and sub-sections of the book. The index contains a list of
terms and the hierarchical relations among the terms (i.e.,
some terms represent general categories while other terms
are specific to a category). The index terms can be related
to the main section topics by page number. The table of
contents and the textbook index are automatically scanned
and processed. The relationships between section topics
and terms, and relationships within terms (via the index
hierarchy) are preserved during the procedure. From this,
we build a coarse domain ontology with a hierarchical tree
structure of terms. Unlike other domain ontology, each
term in our ontology is associated with a frequency score,
which represents the total number of references to it in the
text. Using this, we compute the TF value for the terms.
That is, we turn the whole textbook into a training set.
Figure 1 gives an example of how the ontology is
induced with this procedure. We used a textbook from a
graduate-level operating systems course. From the table of
contents, we extracted 131 topics or categories, consisting
of 961 different words. From the index, we induced a total
of 1427 technical concepts and 2183 different words.
Using the main themes of the course syllabus, we
identified six main topics for the course. Each topic may
include one or more sections in the textbook and therefore
corresponds to one or more sub-trees in the induced
ontology. The sub-trees are then transformed into vectors
that represent the topic profiles. Our classifier uses the
resulting topic profile vectors.
To identify the topic focus of a discussion thread that
consists of a sequence of messages, we investigate
classification strategies that make use of relations between
individual messages and the full thread. Next, we propose
a new classify-by-dominance strategy and compare it with
the standard classify-as-a-whole strategy.

Ontology Induction
A predefined common vocabulary benefits knowledge
sharing and reuse among AI systems. An ontology refers
to a specification of a representational vocabulary for a
shared domain of discourse-definitions of classes, relations,
functions, and other objects (Gruber, 1993). Although it
has become clear that it is almost impossible to build an
adequate ontology, people have come up with several
approaches for the reliable construction of ontological
knowledge (Hovy, 2005). Domain ontologies are used in
IR and NLP (Natural Language Processing) for question
answering (Hermjakob et al., 2002), assessing document
similarity (Murray et al., 2005), and topic identification
(Lin 1997). However, manual construction of typological
knowledge is expensive and error-prone (Denny, 2002).
To reduce the cost of manual knowledge acquisition, a
canonical text of the domain can be used. For modeling
student discussions in a university course, the textbook for
the course can be used as the canonical text. We
automatically induce a domain ontology by processing a
portion of the textbook and deriving the topic profile
vectors from the induced ontology. An ontology is
typically represented as a hierarchy of concepts and
relations that exist among the objects in the domain. The
idea is to induce a coarse hierarchy of domain topics and
represent each topic with a vector using the terms that
represent the topic.
…
7 SECURITY 251
7.1 Introduction 252
7.2 Overview of security techniques 261
7.3 Cryptographic algorithms 272
\
7.4 Digital signatures 282
7.5 Cryptography pragmatics 289
…
…
secure hash function 283
…
stream cipher 274, 275
…
trap-door function 273

Classify-by-Dominance vs. Classify-as-a-Whole
Traditional topic classifications of documents may use a
news or story stream to perform topic detection and
information filtering where an individual news item or
story is considered a classification unit. There has been
limited research on the automatic classification of threaded
discussions. A full discussion thread is like a human
conversation in that it consists of a set of messages with
inherent relationships. This makes the task of classifying a
discussion thread unique. We investigate the relationship
between individual messages in a thread and the full thread
by classifying messages and threads with pre-selected
topics.
For message classification, we take the standard bag-ofwords approach to transform each message into a vector
representation, and follow the Rocchio classification. For
thread classification, we consider several strategies. The
first one is to simply view all the messages in a thread as in
a whole document and transform all of them into one
vector. The Rocchio classifier is then applied to this vector.

SECURITY
…

…

Cryptographic
algorithms

trap-door
function (1)

…

stream
cipher (2)

Digital
signatures

…

secure hash
function (1)

Figure 1. An example of ontology induction.
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The data set contains 206 messages and 50 threads. The
average length of a thread is 4.12 messages. Table 1 shows
the number of threads by length in the corpus.
As described previously, no training data is required for
classification. However, in this particular course, the topics
of the discussion forum followed the syllabus and the
students had to choose one of the categories within which
to initiate a discussion thread. We use these topic choices
as the gold standard for our analysis. The six topics are 1)
Communication Models, 2) Distributed Concurrency, 3)
Naming and Binding, 4) Security, 5) File Systems, and 6)
Case Studies. The topics correspond to one or more subtrees in our ontology. The distribution of messages over
the topics according to our best classifier (as described
below) is shown in Figure 2. Most of the messages are
classified into topics 1 and 5, with relatively few in topic 6.

We refer to this classification strategy as classify-as-awhole. Another strategy is to classify the full thread based
on the dominant topics in the thread. We refer to this as
classify-by-dominance. The dominance can be defined
with several different criteria, for example, a) the
maximum number of times a topic is mentioned in all
messages, or b) the nearest topic based on the voting from
individual messages by their classification scores or c) the
nearest topic based on the message with the largest
classification score. Or it can be defined by whether the
topic of a thread is dominated by d) the first message that
initiates the whole thread, or e) the closing message of the
whole thread, or f) the longest continual sequence of the
whole thread. We call a classification based on any of the
above criteria a classify-by-dominance approach.
The classification of a discussion thread contains two
phases. Initially, all of the messages in a thread are
classified with Rocchio but the classification of the thread
is determined by the dominant criteria. Suppose in a thread
S we have n messages, m1, m2,…, mn. We apply Rocchio to
each message and get the classifications T1, T2,…, Tn with
the classification scores TS1, TS2,…, TSn. The classification
decision, Tˆ , of the thread can be made with the following
formulas, each one corresponding to one of the dominance
criteria:
Tˆ ( S ) arg max count (Ti T )
(3)
T
Tˆ ( S ) arg max sum(TS i T )
(4)
T
Tˆ ( S ) arg max(TS i )
(5)
T
Tˆ ( S ) T1
(6)
Tˆ ( S )
Tˆ ( S )

Tn
arg max LCS (TS i
T
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Figure 2. Number of messages per topic.
Figure 3 shows topic distribution changes over time.
Each time period in the x axis represents a bi-week. The
changes in the topic focus closely match the syllabus.
When the instructor begins a new topic, discussions on that
topic dominate the discussion forum. Contributions include
discussions on technical concepts, projects and
assignments.

(8)
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We compare the classification results with different
settings and investigate how messages and threads interact
within a thread. For simplicity, we represent the criteria as
D_COUNT, D_SUM, D_NEAREST, D_INIT, D_
CLOSING, and D_LCS respectively. The results are
reported in the following section.

Empirical Results
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Before presenting our classification results, we will
describe the discussion corpus in greater detail, including
the degree of coherence of each thread. The corpus
consists of discussions from one semester of a USC
graduate course in Advanced Operating Systems.
Thread
length
Number
of threads

40

10

(7)
T)

50

Tim e
Period 2

Period 3

Period 4

Period 5

Period 6

Figure 3. Temporal nature of discussion topics.
When we investigated the topic shifts within each thread,
we found more variances. Some discussions are very
coherent while others have varying topics. Figure 4 shows
the topic shifts for three sample discussion threads. In
Thread 4711, all the messages focus on the same topic,
while Thread 4716 has only one message that leaves the
main topic. Thread 4830 shows several topic changes.

Table 1. Number of threads per length in corpus.
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accuracy scores for all the threads and the scores for the
threads with low or medium coherence. As shown in the
table, most strategies work similarly for high coherence
threads. However, D_SUM outperforms the classify-as-awhole approach on the data set with lower coherence
(low+medium) by 7.2 percent. The accuracies are 0.643
and 0.571 respectively. The error rate reduction is 16.8%.
It appears that voting by classification scores can dominate
the messages that are less relevant and noisier in the
threads by considering individual cosine similarities
together instead of the cosine similarity of a whole thread
vector in the vector space.
The D_INIT and D_CLOSING results are relatively
worse as they only consider one message in the full thread,
and the coherence of the whole thread is not always
guaranteed. However, they might provide a good
indication of the real topic for the whole thread, and are
potentially useful for quickly identifying the topic by
processing only one message.

Message 5 in Thread 4830 is classified as ‘others’ because
it did not contain any terms defined in our ontology. These
messages contain courtesy words or acknowledgements
such as ‘Thank you’ or ‘It makes sense’.
7
6

Topic

5
T:4830

4

T:4711
3

T:4716

2
1
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12

Message

Figure 4. Topic shifting within threads.
We examined the coherence of each thread using the
coherence measure
max (frequency of a topic)
(9)
coherence
# of messages

Approach

All
threads

Using the coherence scores, we classified the threads
into three categories: low, medium, and high,
corresponding to the coherence intervals [0, 0.4), [0.4, 0.8),
and [0.8, 1], respectively. As shown in Figure 5, most of
the threads fall into the high and medium intervals. The
results from these analyses can be used for information
extraction or retrieval. For example, in retrieving answers
to a question from a discussion corpus, we can remove
irrelevant information and identify a coherent set of data to
answer the question.

Classify-as-a-whole
Classify-byD_COUNT
dominance
D_SUM
D_NEAREST
D_INIT
D_CLOSING
D_LCS

Related Work

Degree

Online discussions have attracted attention in several
research communities. Zhou and Hovy (2005) proposed
summarizing discussion threads using multiple document
summarization techniques but did not consider the
relationship between messages and threads. In our
previous work (Feng et al., 2006a), we implemented a
discussion-bot for answering student queries in threaded
discussions. To extract the most useful/correct information,
we applied a rule-based extraction algorithm using
boundary nodes that are defined with respect to speech act
annotations and assumed the boundaries could produce
coherent answers. Our thread analysis approach can help
determine topic changes within each thread to find better
extraction boundaries.
Improved topic classification and text categorization
models are the focus of much research (e.g. Joachims,
1997; Liu et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2005). Knowledgebased topic classification approaches use individual
documents from a news or story stream as a classification
unit (Lin, 1997; D’Alessio et al., 1998). Studies of the
relations between individual messages topics and thread
topics are limited. Studies that focus on collaborative

Low

Medium

High

10

0.68
0.66
0.72
0.68
0.62
0.64
0.64

Low and
medium
coherence
threads
0.571
0.536
0.643
0.607
0.464
0.571
0.5

Table 2. Classification accuracy of threads.
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Accuracy

20

30
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Figure 5. Thread coherence.
For classification accuracy, we used the following
measure
# of correctly classified threads
accuracy
(10)
# of threads
For the vector representation, we use TF*IDF to
compute vector elements. Both classify-as-a-whole and
classify-by-dominance strategies use the same Rocchiostyle classifier with the same induced ontology. Messages
are stemmed before classification. Table 2 shows both the
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interactions in online environments include managing
continuous dialogue for personal assistants (Nguyen &
Wobcke 2005), scaffolding conversations in a virtual
meeting space (Isbister et al., 2000), and collaborative
learning (Soller & Lesgold 2003). Our work provides a
complementary capability by providing details about the
topics used when interacting and collaborating.
Rocchio-style classification is used widely in IR and
information filtering, and much of the research focuses on
parameter learning for Rocchio (Allan, 1996; Callan, 1998;
Zhang, 2004; Yang et al., 2005). These learning
mechanisms may improve our system performance. We are
also interested in studying the balance between human
labeling costs and system performance.
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Conclusions
This study focuses on identifying topics of threaded
discussions in online discussion boards. To overcome the
absence of labeled data, we used a Rocchio-style classifier,
which is a high-bias but low-variance classifier. Rocchio
plays an important role in bridging the analysis of message
and thread topics based on the analysis of their text terms.
To build a topic classifier, we automatically induced a
coarse domain ontology from a canonical text. We
explored several classification strategies that make use of
relations between individual messages and threads. The
results show that the new classify-by-dominance strategy
can work better when individual messages contain noise.
We believe a better construction and refinement of both
the ontology and the topic-subtree mapping could improve
the system performance and the assessment of discussion
threads. We are investigating an approach that makes use
of dependencies among the messages by combining speech
acts analysis and topic classification.
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